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AN EXAMPLE RELATING TO  ARHANGEL'SKIÏ'S
CLASS MOBI

JAMES  R.  BOONE

Abstract. A space in Arhangel'skil's class MOBI is pre-

sented which fails to have two structural properties which are

weaker than countable metacompactness. A space is countably

metacompact if and only if it is countably 0-refinable and point-

wise collectionwise normal for countable collections. This space does

not have either of these properties.

1. Introduction. Arhangel'skil introduced the class MOBI and posed a

series of questions about the properties of this class of topological spaces

in [1]. Bennett provided a characterization of the class MOBI and answered

most of these questions negatively in [2].

In this paper, a space in MOBI is studied, in §3, which is not countably

0-refineable and not pointwise collectionwise normal for countable

collections. In §2, countably metacompact spaces are characterized as

those spaces which are both countably 0-refinable and pointwise collection-

wise normal for countable collections.

The example we will consider is the space (F, \p) defined by Wicke and

Worrell [9, Example 3]. It is established in [9] that (F, ip) is the open

compact continuous image of a metacompact complete Moore space.

Hanai [7, Theorem 5] has shown that every metacompact developable

Hausdorff space is an open compact image of a metric space. Since the

open compact image of an open compact image of a metric space is in

MOBI, (F, ip) is in MOBI. The space (F, y>) has a point-countable base

of countable order and has a A-base [9].

The space (F, y>) is weakly ö-refinable, but not ô-refinable [4, Example 1]

and not countably subparacompact [3, Theorem 3.1]. Hodel [8, Theorem

3] has shown that every countably subparacompact space is countably

metacompact. It is shown in this paper that (F, y>) fails to have two prop-

erties that are weaker than countable metacompactness, which together

imply countable metacompactness.
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2. Preliminaries to the example. The notion of a ö-refinement was

introduced by Wicke and Worrell in [10]. A space is defined as countably

d-refinable if every countable open covering of the space has a ô-refinement.

Pointwise collectionwise normal spaces are defined in [5] and used to

characterize metacompactness in the class of ö-refinable spaces.

Theorem 2.1 [5]. A space is metacompact if and only if it is d-refinable

and pointwise collectionwise normal.

A space is said to be pointwise collectionwise normal for countable

collections if for each discrete collection of closed sets ^r={Fi:i e N},

there exists a point-finite collection of open sets <&={Gi:i £ N} such

that F¿<= G¿, for each i e N and /"¿n G}— 0 , if i^j. A a-precise refinement

of a covering cfr={Ua:«. £ A} is defined as a collection 1^"=U"=i "^"n>

where for each ne N, irn={Vx(n):a £ A} and Ka(«)<= Ua, for each a e A.

The standard method of generating precise refinements [6, p. 162] yields

that every open covering of a (weakly) ö-refinable space has an open

cr-precise (weak) ö-refinement.

Theorem 2.2. A space is countably metacompact if and only if it is

countably d-refinable and pointwise collectionwise normal for countable

collections.

Proof. Clearly, every countably metacompact space is countably

ö-refineable and pointwise collectionwise normal for countable collections.

To prove the converse, consider a cr-precise ö-refinement *€ of a countable

open covering Jf of a countably ö-refinable space X. In the proof of

Theorem 2.1, as presented in [5, Theorem 3.1], the discrete collections of

closed sets &** are indexed by finite subsets y, card(y)=y, of the indexing

set Ai for the layer <€i in the cr-precise ö-refinement Í?. Since ^f is a count-

able open covering of X, each indexing set At, in the proof of Theorem

3.1 of [5] can be taken to be N. Hence, only countable discrete collec-

tions of closed sets are generated. Since X is pointwise collectionwise

normal for countable collections, the construction of a point-finite open

refinement proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

3. Example. A space in MOBI which is neither countably d-refinable

nor pointwise collectionwise normal for countable collections. Let X be

the set of real numbers. For each irrational number u, let {{«}} be the

neighborhood base at u. For each rational number p, the collection of

sets of the form {x e X:x=p or x is irrational and x e (a, b)} where

p e (a, b), will be the neighborhood base at/?. The space X, generated in

this manner, is the space (F, %p) of Wicke and Worrell [9, Example 3].

X is not pointwise collectionwise normal for the countable discrete

collection of rational singletons. Let {pt:i £ N} be the set of rationals in X,
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and let / be the set of irrationals in X. Then {{p%):i e TV} is a countable

discrete collection of closed subsets of X. For each i e N, let Ui be any

basic open neighborhood of pt. Then {/»J^ Ut, for each i e N, and {/?,} n

t/.= 0, if iV/ Let ^«{i/^ieJV}, and for each k-0,1, 2, • • •, let
Ik={u e l:u is an element of at most £ sets in ^}. Assume that for some

77, /„, as a subset of the reals with the usual topology, is such that

Int(cl(/„))?í 0. Let (a, b) be any open interval contained in Int(cl(/J),

and let pt be any rational in (a, b). Then C/f n {a, b) is a basic open

neighborhood of ph, and Uh=(ln(ah, b^)Kj{p(), for some o¿x</\.

Let 7-1 = max{fl, a¿i} and j1 = min{/3, ¿¿J. Then (/"i, ¿i)c(û, 6)> and

(ri> ■s'i) n/c £/, . Suppose rational numbers />, have been selected from

(/Vi, ^_i), and (rj.ijn/cf/^ for each A:, l<*Sw, and (r„, s„)c

(/•„_!,*„-!><=• ••<=(rI,J1)<= (a, b). Let /?¿n+i be any rational in (rn,sn).

Then t/4     n(r„, ¿„) is a basic open neighborhood of pt    , and t/f    =

(/nK+"'\+.))u{/'wJ' for some a*„+i<*W Let rn+i=maxK, â^+1}

and jn+1 = min{i„, bin+}.  Then  (r„+1, iJl+i)t=(rn, jb)  and   (rn+1, iB+1)n

/<= £/■    for each /=1, 2, • • • , 77+1. Any rational p in (>n+1, j„+1) is a

cluster point of /„, because p e (rn+1, sn+1)c(a, /3)clnt(cl(/„)). Thus,

there is a point «e/, such that t7 e (rn+1, sn+i). Accordingly, a6Í/¡, for

each 7=1, 2, •• -, 77 + I. This is a contradiction to the definition of /„.

Hence, /„, as a subset of the reals with the usual topology, is nowhere dense

for each n e N. Since / is a second category set I?¿ \Jnei\ In. Thus, there

exists some irrational u, such that u$In, for each 72 e-N. Then « is a

point in infinitely many sets in °U. Hence, A'is not pointwise collectionwise

normal, even for a countable discrete collection of singletons.

X is not countably 0-refinable. Consider any open covering of X,

which covers each rational number with a basic open set. Consider any

sequence of open coverings ^¡, i e N, such that ^¿ is a refinement of the

original covering, for each i e N. The preceding argument establishes that

the set Ink={u eI:u is an element of at most n sets in ^J is nowhere

dense in X, as a subset of the reals with the usual topplogy. Again, since

/ is second category, there is some irrational u such that u $ Ink, for

each 77 and k in N. Thus, u is an element of infinitely many sets in each

@k. Hence, no open covering, even a countable open covering, of X,

which covers each rational with a basic open set, has a 0-refinement.

Accordingly, X is not countably 0-refinable.

The author wishes to thank the referee of this paper for many helpful

suggestions.
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